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129. A brief introduction
to the British Isles
{© Luciano Canepari, 2010, Venice University, Italy}

129.1. <e British Isles (¬ ˙ 129.1-3) are a group of islands made up of Great
Britain, Ireland, and the smaller islands around them, such as the Channel Islands
and the Isle of Man.
Our maps in ˙ 129.1-3 show progressively greater details in the pronunciation
subdivision of the British Isles.
129.2. <e isle of Ireland is politically divided into the Republic of Ireland (or
Eire, Éire, in Irish Gaelic) and Northern Ireland (or Ulster).
<us, the United Kingdom (or UK) is made up of Northern Ireland (or Ulster,
again) and Great Britain˘ In turn, Great Britain includes England, Scotland, and
Wales.
129.3. In ˙ 129.1 we can see the ﬁve essential components: England˚ Wales˚
Scotland˚ Ulster˚ and Eire /'™˘<È/.
In ˙ 129.2 the main internal subdivisions are introduced; while ˙ 129.3 shows
the actual accents we will describe in the following parts (17-22) and chapters (130177), adding the principal cities, to make it easier to understand the subdivisions.
129.4. <e maps in ˙ 129.4-5 are a magniﬁcation of England proper, while that
in ˙ 131.1 only shows the Southeast of England, where the ‘new' mediatic pronunciation is to be found, in general (except, for the time being, in Norwich and
Norfolk, in the easternmost region of England, \ northern East Anglia), though
with some local di‡erences, as we will see in Ã 132-146 (for the whole of this Part
17). <e map in ˙ 129.5 shows the linguistic borders and also the counties (dotted lines).
129.5. Of course, the di‡erences we are going to illustrate are rather a matter
of individual preferences than of exclusive usages.
But, on the whole, they are reliable and documented, even statistically, though
not to the point of providing maniacal and phonanistic percentages (perhaps even
together with phonetic and symbolic crude approximations).
Let us notice carefully, that unless stated di‡erently, \ by showing /r:≤/ in some
of the vocograms, for the British Isles, we mean that there is a full merger of it with
/ø:≤/.
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˙ 129.1. <e British Isles: the ﬁve fundamental pronunciation regions.
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˙ 129.2. <e British Isles: principal pronunciation subdivisions.
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˙ 129.3. <e British Isles: complete accent areas.
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˙ 129.4. England proper (“ Wales).
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˙ 129.5. England: accent borders and counties.
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130. London (or Cockney proper)
{© Luciano Canepari, 2010, Venice University, Italy}

130.1. Let us start with London and Cockney proper. Most typically, it is the
speech of the working-class of the East End of London˚ which includes the harbor.
<e main vocalic characteristics reside in its diphthongs, which we present in
the second vocogram of ˙ 130.1, while in the third vocogram we add both the less
broad variants (», seven) and the broadest ones (*, two {with grey edges}).
Frequently, speakers can ﬂuctuate between these three types: /ii/ (ÈÛ, ¢i»), /™¤/
(ÅÙ, Ä¤»), /a™/ (ØÉ, ªÙ»), /aø/ (EX, xX», Åå*) (the last variant, which is generally ‘described'
as ‘(x:, a:)', is the most narrow diphthong of all), /ø™/ (o¤, oÙ»), /ø¨/ (åP, ^+», åX*), /uu/
(È%, ¢%»).
Usually, the diaphoneme /˘/ is /¤/ (¤). For [n]either we generally ﬁnd /ii/.
˙ 130.1. London (Cockney accent): vowels “ diphthongs (normally, its intonation corresponds
to the neutral one).
/ié/ (i)
/iò/ = /ii/ (ÈÛ)
/¤[§]/ (¤, ¤P, ’¤)
/È:≤/ (È:, È‘)
/π[§]/ (E[Ù0],
ÄP) {(E)»}
/å[§]/ (Å, aP)
/ii[§]/
(ÈÛ, ¤¢P)

/™¤[§]/
(ÅÙ, ÅÉP)

/u/ (%)
/¨[§]/
(¨, UP, ’¨)

/È/ (È,
û*, Å|)
/˘/ (¤)
/™[§]/ (™[¤0],
™P) {(™)»}

/å[§]/ (Å, aP)
/[j]uu[§]/
([j]È%, -¢¨P)
/ø¨/ (åP)

/aø/ (EX)

/ø:/ (oU)
{(o:)», (oUÈ
+ z/D, oUÅ|,
oU>é) = /¨È/}
/Ø/ (O[ø0])
{(O)»}
/A:/ (å:)
{(Ø:)*]

/ø™[§]/
(o¤, oÙP)
/a™[§]/
(ØÉ, Ø‘P)
/[j]uu/
([j]¢%,
[j]T%)»

/ii/ (¢i)»
/ø™/ (oÙ)»
/™¤/ (Ä¤)»
/a™/ (åÙ)»

/aø/
(πX)»
{(Åå)*]

/ø¨/
(@+)»
{(åX)*}
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˙ 130.2. London (Cockney accent): further vowels “ diphthongs.
/¤È≤/
(I‘, I:ò, IÅ|)
/¤˘</ (I:>é)
/™È≤/
(e‘, e:ò, eÅ|)
/™˘</ (e:>é)

/¤È≤/ (IÛ‘, IÛò,
IÛÅ|, IÛ>é)*
/™È≤/ (e¤‘, e¤ò,
e¤Å|, e:>é)*

/[j]¨È≤/
([j]U‘, -U:ò, -UÅ|)
/[j]¨˘</
([j]U:>é) “ /[j]ø:≤/
/aøÈ≤/ (E‘, EÅ|)

/[j]¨È≤/ ([j]oU‘,
-oUò, -oUÅ|,
-oU>é)* = /[j]ø:≤/
/aøÈ≤/ (Å:)* “
(Åå‘, ÅåÅ|)*

/aøÈ≤/
(πX‘, πXÅ|)»
“ (π‘, πÅ|)»

/¤È≤/ (¤‘, ¤:ò,
¤Å|, ¤:>é)»
/™È≤/ (™‘, ™:ò,
™Å|, ™:>é)»

/iiÈ/
(ÈÛ‘, ÈÛÅ|)*
/™¤È/ (ÅÅ÷
ÅÙ‘, ÅÙÅ|)*
(Ä¤‘, Ä¤Å|÷
Ä‘, ÄÅ|)»

/a™È≤/
(Ø‘, ØÅ|) “
(ØÉ‘, ØÉÅ|)
/a™˘</ (Ø‘>)

/a™È≤/
(Ø‘, ØÅ|)*

/a™È≤/
(åÙ‘, åÙÅ|)»
“ (å‘, åÅ|)»
/[j]¨È≤/ ([j]o‘,
[j]o:ò, [j]oÅ|,
[j]o:>é)»
/™¤È/ (ÅÅ÷
= /[j]ø:≤/
ÅÙ‘, ÅÙÅ|)*
(Ä¤‘, Ä¤Å|÷
Ä‘, ÄÅ|)»
/uuÈ/
/iiÈ/
(¨‘, ¨Å|)*
(¤‘, ¤Å|)*
(¢%‘, ¢%Å|÷ (¢Û‘, ¢ÛÅ|)»
T%‘, T%Å|)»
/ø¨È/
(@+‘, @+Å|)»
(å‘, åÅ|÷ åX‘, åXÅ|)*

/ø™È/
(o¤‘, o¤Å|)»
(oÙ‘, oÙÅ|)
(o‘, oÅ|)*

/uuÈ/
(È%‘, È%Å|)*
/ø™È/
(o¤‘, o¤Å|)»
(oÙ‘, oÙÅ|)
(o‘, oÅ|)*

130.2. For the monophthongs, the most evident characteristics –in addition
to some timbres– are contextual diphthongizations. In fact, in the most typical
and broad accent, /™, x, Ø/ occurring in stressed monosyllables in (bi)checked syllables –\ with /0+, 00+/– are pronounced (™¤, EÙ, Oø). For the ﬁrst two phonemes,
this fact is particularly clear with /n, nd, t, d÷ ˙, k, ks, g/ (although /t/ = (ö)) and
with other voiced C (but also with voiceless ones), as in: ('DEÙ“) /'dxd/ dad (for
('dx;ﬂ).
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Something similar happens to /ø:ú≤û/, which most typically is (oU) (although in
a less broad pronunciation it is (o:)), as in ('lo;Un, 'woUöÅ, 'ß«oU>ÈÛ) /'lø:n, 'wø:ùÈ≤,
'stø:<i/ lawn˚ water˚ story (for ('lø:n, 'wø;tå, 'stø;>i)). In an intermediate accent, as
in the less broad one, in all positions, we always ﬁnd (o:, oU), respectively. Instead,
in the most typical and broadest accent, we ﬁnd (oUÅ), when in word-ﬁnal position before pauses.
130.3. However, in ﬁnal position, within sentences, or with the grammemes
/z+, d+/, we have (oU‘): ('ãhoUÅ) paw˚ pore˚ pour˚ poor (for ('phø:) /'pø:, 'pø:≤/, and
('phø:, -¨;å) /'p¨È≤, -ø:≤/ for the last one {following the most international phonemic order}); ('ãhoU‘Ω) paws˚ pores˚ pours˚ poor's (for ('phø:Ω) /'pø:z, 'pø:≤z/, and
('phø:Ω, -¨;‘Ω) /'p¨È≤z, -ø:≤z/).
/ø:/ occurs more frequently (and the same is true of traditional and a‡ected pronunciations) than in the neutral accent, especially for /]/: ('oUf, 'êhloUf, 'êh>oUs)
/']f, 'kl]†, 'k<]s/ o‡˚ cloth˚ cross. Even /È:≤/ can be diphthongized (È:, È;‘); and also
the timbres of /A:, å/ are quite remarkable (for /Èú≤û+|/, too): ('êhª:, -Ø:*÷ 'fÈ;vÅ, 'fÈ‘-)
/'kA:≤, 'fÈ:≤∑È≤/ car˚ further˘ <e vowels which are followed by nasal consonants (and
often those which are preceded by nasals, too) are nasalized (as is the diphthong
/aø/, quite often independently from context). For the grammeme /¤˙/ we have
(¤n, ó); and, for -thing˚ (-f¤˙ök) is frequent: ('mÕ3n, 'sÄmf¤˙ök, '™n‹œ&f¤˙ök) /'ma™n,
'såm†¤˙, '™ni†¤˙/ mine˚ something˚ anything.
130.4. <e ﬁrst and second vocograms in ˙ 130.2 show the realizations of /¤È≤,
¤˘<÷ ™È≤, ™˘<÷ újû¨È≤, -˘<÷ a™È≤, a™˘<÷ aøÈ≤, aø˘</ (often /újû¨-/ becomes /újûø:-/); instead, the third and fourth vocograms show the broadest variants, whereas the ﬁfth
to seventh vocograms give the least broad variants, including monophthongal variants (in the seventh vocogram) of: /¤È≤, -˘</ (¤‘, ¤:+, ¤Å|, ¤;>é)», /™È≤, -˘</ (™‘, ™:+, ™Å|,
™;>é)», /¨È≤, -˘</ (o‘, o:+, oÅ|, o;>é)» (thus, as /újûø:≤, -</»).
In addition, the last three vocograms (eighth to tenth) show the beginning of
the following triphthongs, including their diphthongal variants (but we do not
show on the vocograms their ﬁnal elements, (-‘, -Å|), because it would be very di‚cult to draw them clearly enough, without avoiding disturbing overlapping of
lines): /™¤È≤, -˘</ (ÅÅ÷ ÅÙ‘, ÅÙÅ|)* (Ä¤‘, Ä¤Å|÷ Ä‘, ÄÅ|)», /ø¨È≤, -˘</ (å‘, åÅ|÷ åX‘, åXÅ|)*
(^+‘, ^+Å|)», /ø™È≤, -˘</ (o‘, oÅ|)* (oÙ‘, oÙÅ|) (o¤‘, o¤Å|)», /iiÈ≤, -˘</ (¤‘, ¤Å|÷ ÈÛ‘,
ÈÛÅ|)* (¢i‘, ¢iÅ|)», /uuÈ≤, -˘</ (¨‘, ¨Å|÷ È%‘, È%Å|)* (¢%‘, ¢%Å|÷ Ï%‘, Ï%Å|)».
˙ 130.3. London (Cockney accent): typical neutralizations before /§/.

/¤[È]§, ii[È]§/ (¤P)
/™[È]§, È:≤§/ (ÉP)
/π§, ™¤[È]§, aø[È]§/ (ÅP)

/[j]¨[È]§, -uu[È]§, -ø:§/ ([j]ou)
{/[j]¨[È]§, -uu[È]§/ ([j]Uu)»}
/-[È]§, -°/ (P) (“ (PU)», (U)*}
/ø¨§/ (OP) /ø¨lé/ (åPlé)
{in deriv. + (OPlé)}
/å§/ (aP) {(OP)*}, /Ø§/ (OP)
/A:§, a™[È]§/ (åP)
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130.5. We will now consider, in the vocogram of ˙ 130.3, the many (and typical) neutralizations of /éúéû/ + /§/, which is vocalized into (P) (in broader pronunciations, we ﬁnd (U); while, in less broad ones, we can have (PU)): /¤§, ¤È§, ii§, iiÈ§/
(¤P), /™§, ™È§, È:≤§/ (ÉP), /™¤§, x§, aø§, aøÈ§/ (ÅP), /å§/ (aP, åP*) (in the broadest accent, the diphthong may coincide with /ø¨lé/ (åPlé), when it is lexeme-internal),
/A:§, a™§, a™È§/ (ªP), /Ø§, ø¨§/ (OP) (in derivatives of /ø¨§/ we ﬁnd (OPlé), instead
of (åPlé), exactly as in mediatic pronunciation), /újû¨§, -¨È§, -uu§, -uuÈ§, -ø:§/ (újûou)
(for /újû¨§, -¨È§, -uu§, -uuÈ§/, we also ﬁnd a less broad realization, (újûUu)»).
For /ø™§, ø™È§/, we have (oÙP) (even in less broad accents); for /-È§, -°, -§/ we have
(P) (and (U)*, (PU)»); -el˚ -al and 'll˚ after vowels, can be slightly lengthened (P;, PU»)
(and the same is true of /-È§, -°/). For /-È§+é, -°+é, -§+é/, we ﬁnd (Plé, Ulé*), uncle Herbert ['Erbert] (&Å˙ökPl'È‘bÈöú«û).
In the ﬁrst two vocograms of ˙ 130.1, we have marked, in grey, also ﬁve V and
ﬁve VV, which before /§/ may not undergo the typical neutralization shown in the
last vocogram.
130.6. As far as the consonants are concerned, the most typical characteristic
refers to /p, t, k, c/, which are typically preglottalized, (ö=), also (öÒ), in all cases
where in the British accent synglottalization is possible (° Ã 21 “ Ã 23), or where
in mediatic British English preglottalization occurs (° § 55.12-15). Also for their
phonetic realizations we ﬁnd some di‡erences. In fact, in the most typical and
broadest pronunciations, /p, t, k/ are realized as the corresponding stopstrictives:
(ã, «, ê), also ‘aspirated' (in the normal contexts expected for neutral pronunciation, too): (ãh, «h, êh) (which can give the impression of stronger ‘aspiration').
However, the most typical and broad element is the substitution of /t, ù/ with (ö)
in all the cases seen in Ã 20, but with further typifying contexts (\ except before a
tautosyllabic stressed nucleus, or after pauses, or after /s/, ('«h, |«h, 's«, s«)).
Examples: ('bÅöÅ) /'båùÈ</ butter˚ ('woUöÅ) /'wø:ùÈ≤/ water˚ ('êhOöó) /'kØtó/ cotton˚
('s¤öó) /'s¤t¤˙/ sitting˚ ('bOöõ) /'bØùÈm/ bottom˚ ('bÈ‘öó) /'bÈ:≤tó/ Burton˚ ('ÉPöó) /'™§tó/
Elton˚ ('êhl¤nöó) /'kl¤ntúÈûn/ Clinton˚ ('l¤öP) /'l¤ù°/ little˚ ('ãhª;önÄ, -Ø;ö-) /'pA:≤tnÈ≤/
partner˚ ('s™öã>¤ölÈÛ) /'s™púÈû<Ètli/ separately˚ ('lOös) /'lØts/ lots˘
130.7. More examples: ('ãhÄ’nöÅ, -náÅ, -nÅ, -n4Å, -nö«Å) /'p™¤nùÈ≤/ painter˚
('ãhÄ’nö¤ö, -ná¤ö, -n¤ö, -n4¤ö, -nö«¤ö) /'p™¤nù˘t/ paint it˚ ('woUöÅ) /'wø:§ùÈ≤/ Walter˚
('oUö¤ö, -á¤ö, -4¤ö, -ö«¤ö) /'hø:§ù˘t/ halt it˚ ('ß«ª;ö¤ö, -á¤ö, -4¤ö, -ö«¤ö) /'stA:≤ù˘t/ start it˚
('¤ö¤ö, '¤á¤ö, '¤4¤ö, '¤ö«¤ö) /'h¤ù˘t/ hit it˚ (È'l¤öP 'b¤ö È'bÅöÅ) /È'l¤ù° 'b¤ù Èv'båùÈ≤/ a little bit
of butter˚ ('ãh¨ö 'Åöã) /'p¨ù 'åp/ put up˚ ('ãh¨ö¤ö 'Åöã) /'p¨ù˘ù 'åp/ put it up˘
In less broad pronunciations, an incomplete, attenuated stop is possible: (á),
which is less ‘invasive'; the vocoid preceding (ö) can also be laryngealized, whereas (ö) can become ‘zero', especially before another vocoid (adding, however, the
creaky phonation type), (éöé ï éáé ï üáé ï üé): (È'l¤P 'b¤ È'bÅÅ).
Generally, forms such as lill ('l¤P) /'l¤§/ and little ('l¤P, 'l¤P;, 'l¤PU) /'l¤ù°/ maintain
some di‡erences even if the latter is actually pronounced in this way; as a matter of
fact, in addition to the creaky phonation type, /°/ is often lengthened (at least in an
intoneme).
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130.8. Before a vocoid (even if derived from /°/, and even between words), also a less broad variant, (4), is possible (or even (ö«) in ‘elegant' speech, which we
do not indicate). It is also possible for (n4) to become (n); here we will report the
relevant examples, without spelling, following the order in which they are given
above (§ 130.6-7, including water and Walter): ('bÅ4Å, 'woU4Å, 's¤4’n, 'bO4’m, 'l¤4P),
('ãhÄ’n4Å, -nÅ÷ 'ãhÄ’n4¤ö, -n¤ö), ('woU4Å, 'oU4¤ö, 'ß«ª;4¤ö, '¤4¤ö, È'l¤4P 'b¤4 È'bÅ4Å,
'ãh¨4 'Åöã, 'ãh¨4¤4 'Åöã).
Other consonants can become (ö), especially /p, k/: ('ß«Oöõ) /'stØp¤˙/ stopping˚
('f¤l¤ö 'lØÉö«¤ö) /'f¤l¤p 'la™kt¤t/ Philip liked it˚ ('êhOönÈÛ) /'kØkni/ Cockney˘ In a previous example, we have seen that typically /d/ becomes stopstrictive, (D); besides,
commonly, /éd/ is realized as (éö), when it is word-ﬁnal and followed by C or V˚
and in the grammeme sequence >-dn't≥ /-dót/, as well: ('b>™öõ 'bÅöÅ) /'b<™dó 'båùÈ≤/
bread and butter˚ ('g¨ö 'bo;Ù) /'g¨d 'bø™/ good boy˚ (ØÉ'D¤öóúö«û) /a™'d¤dót/ I didn't˘
130.9. For /st, st<, sc/, broad pronunciations have (ß«, Ù˛>, Sc): ('ß«Å;Ù) /'st™¤/
stay˚ ('Ù˛>O;˙) /'st<]˙/ strong˚ ('êwh™ScÈn, -có) /'kw™scúÈûn/ question˘ In broad pronunciations, /†, ∑/ become /f, v/; however, there are many intermediate nuances,
including the realizations of normal pronunciation: (f, v÷ f, ä÷ ˛, Ã÷ †, ∂÷ †, ∑).
More often, /+∑/ can be realized as (`, ﬂ, d, D): (¤s'E∆s ¤z'mÕ3n, ﬂ¤s-, d¤s-, D¤s-)
/∑¤s'haøs ¤z'ma™n/ this house is mine. As we have seen, the typical realization of /h/
is (`), which is a stigmatized pronunciation, and therefore can lead many speakers to hypercorrecting: ('hÈÛöú«û) /'iit/ eat.
For /nˆ, tˆ, dˆ/, the typical Cockney pronunciation has no /ˆ/, but, in less broad
pronunciations, mediatic-like types are also possible: ('nÈ;%, 'n¢;%, '~¢;%, '~Ï;%)
/'nˆuu/ new˚ ('«h‹;¨n, '«h¢;¨n, 'qh¢;¨n, 'qhÛ;¨n, 'ch¢;¨n, 'chÛ;¨n) /'tˆuun/ tune˚
('DÈ%öê, 'D¢%öê, 'D¢%ök, 'ÁÏ%ök, 'G¢%ök, 'GÏ%ök) /'dˆuuk/ duke.
130.10. <e attenuation of triphthong is extremely frequent, even between
words, also for /éé+’¤/: ('fØ;Å, 'fª;Å÷ Ø¤~'Go¤t, ª¤~-) /'fa™È≤, a™¤n'Gø™¤t/ ﬁre˚ I enjoy it.
Substantially, the Cockney intonation patterns correspond to the neutral ones.

131. London “ beyond (“ maps)
{© Luciano Canepari, 2010, Venice University, Italy}

131.1. <e compromise between actual Cockney pronunciation and British
neutral pronunciation is the in-between form that we call Mediatic British pronunciation, which journalists inappropriately call ‘Estuary English'. As the map
in ˙ 131.1 shows, this accent is to be found in the whole Southeast of England
(except the northeastern area, yet, which includes Norwich). Very many tv and
radio speakers and journalists come from this region.
˙ 131.1. <e (linguistic) Southeast of England: Home Counties and beyond (¬ ˙ 129.5).
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˙ 131.2. <e Southeast of England: south and west of the thick dotted line, in rural speech,
it is still possible to ﬁnd (q) /≤/.
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131.2. We add the map of ˙ 131.2, where a thick dotted line shows the region
where –in rural speech of the areas around Oxford, Reading, Southampton, Brighton, and Dover– we can still happen to hear the older –and original– ‘unvocalizedr', (q) /≤/. To be true, this type of pronunciation corresponds to International (and,
in general, North-American) usage.
131.3. We have already dealt with Mediatic British pronunciation in Ã 55.
<us, it is important to make constant reference to that chapter, and the variations
indicated, when considering the present part (Ã 132-146). Any indications about
consonants in Ã 55 are likely to apply to any accents of this part, as well. <e same
is true for prosodic features, such as secondary stress on -ary˚ -ery˚ -ory˚ Æ. <e readers are invited to take a very active part in searching for di‡erences, even minor
ones.

145. Norfolk (Norwich)
{© Luciano Canepari, 2010, Venice University, Italy}

145.1. <e accent of Norwich (/'n]<¤G, -c/, in Norfolk /'nø:≤fÈk/) has the typical peculiarities shown in ˙ 145.1, to be compared with those in the other areas
of this part and with Ã 55 and ˙ 145.2-3 (for both broader and lighter variants).
In ˙ 145.1, the most peculiar timbre is that of (aå) /A:, X/ (in the ﬁrst vocogram, and even (≠ÅÅ), in the ﬁrst vocogram of ˙ 145.2): ('kha;å ≠-Å;Å) /'kA:≤/ car˚
('laåst, ≠-ÅÅst) /'lXst/ last.
Further peculiarities of this accent are: the timbres of (O, ≠¬, ≠≠A) /Ø/ (again in
˙ 145.1-2), as in ('hOt, ≠-¬t, ≠≠-At) /'hØt/ hot; more and more often, /]/ becomes /Ø/,
rather than /ø:/, as before.
˙ 145.1. Norwich: vowels, diphthongs “ intonation.
/i/ (i)
/¤/ (¤, Ùı)

/u/ (¯)
/¨/ (û, ¨ı)
/È, ˘/ (È, ∆|) /¤È≤, ™È≤/
/ø:, ≠]/ (øø)
(™É)
/å/ (∆, ºı)
/È:≤/ (‘‘)
/Ø, ]/ (O)

/™/ (™, Äı)
/x/ (Ä, Åı)
/A:, X/ (aå)

/ø:≤, ¨È≤/ (øø)
/j¨È≤, S¨È≤/
ï/È:≤/ (‘‘)
/A:≤/ (aå)

/uu/ (1%, û¯ı)

/ii/ (Ùi, ÙÛı)

/rE/ ≠(È¯, Puı)

/ø™/ (øi, ø¤ı)

/ø¨/ (◊U, ∏Uı)
/aø/ (ÅÏ, Å¨ı)

/™¤/ (ÄI, Ä¤ı)

/ / (2 2 Ì 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 ' 2 1)

/a™/ (ñI, ñ¤ı)

/÷/ (2 ' 3 2)

In addition, there is the tendency to generalize (È) in unstressed syllables, not only for /È, ˘/: ('hÅÏzÈΩ) /'haøz˘z/ houses, ('wOntÈﬂ) /'w]nù˘d/ wanted, but also for /¤/,
as in (Èn) /’¤˙/ -ing\ ('føølÈn) /'fø:l¤˙/ falling, (∑Ès'møønÈn) /∑¤s'mø:≤n¤˙/ this morn175
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ing, ('th™lÈm) /'t™l¤m/ tell him, (Èt&¤zÈn∑È'kh¤có, ÈTsÈn-) /¤ù¤z¤n∑È'k¤cúÈûn, ¤ts¤n-/ it is
in the kitchen. Once this happened even to /i/, which now has regular (i) (except in
some broad rural accents). However, we do have ﬁnal unstressed /ø¨/ ï /È/.
<en, we ﬁnd the possible typical merger of (™É) /¤È, ™È/ (but with many unmerged variants, given in the second vocogram of ˙ 145.2): (≠'b™;É, ≠≠-É;É, ±-Ù;∆,
±±-¤;∆) /'b¤È≤/ beer, (≠'b™;É, ±-E;É, ≠-e;É) /'b™È≤/ bear.
˙ 145.2. Norwich: broader or lighter variants.

/™/ ≠(É, ‘ı)
≠≠(Ù, Éı)
/x/ (≠E, ≠Äı÷
±Å, ±aı)
/A:, X/ (≠ÅÅ,
±aA, ±±A√)

/¨/ (≠Ï,
≠Pı, ≠≠=)
/å/ ±(√, ◊ı)
/Ø/
(≠≠A, ≠¬)

/¤È≤/ (±±¤È,
-∆+, ±ÙÉ,
-∆+, ≠ÉÉ)
/™È≤/
(±EÉ, ≠eÉ)

/uu/ (≠Ï%,
±1¯, ±±¨¯)
/ø™/ ≠(oi)

/ii/ ±(Ii, i¤ı)
/RJ/ ≠≠≠(™Ù)
/aø/
(≠Ä%, ±aÏ)

/ø¨/ (±º¯,
±±∆U, ≠◊U)

/¨È≤/ (±¨È,
-∆+÷ ±±øø)
/È:≤/ (≠É‘,
≠≠‘√)
/A:≤/ (±aA,
±±A√)

/™¤/ (±±™i,
±EI, ≠ÅI)

/a™/ (±±±aI,
±±√i, ±AI)

145.2. All diphthongs, in ˙ 145.1-2, have more or less peculiar realizations and
variants, and their second elements are fairly high, as can be seen in our vocograms. But the curious thing, for this accent, is that we have to introduce the diaphoneme /rE/ (È¯, Puı) (third vocogram of ˙ 145.1, often unsatisfactorily rendered as ‘/Uu, u:/'), in words derived from Middle English /OO/ (ï /oo/ in Early
Modern English, ï /ø¨/ in Present-day English}, such as moan˚ nose˚ sole˚ toe˚ di‡erent from mown˚ knows˚ soul˚ tow˚ from Middle English /øu/ (ï /ø¨/ in Present-day
English, again), with regular /ø¨/ (◊U, ∏Uı).
<ey are also di‡erent from moon˚ news˚ Sue'll˚ two, as well, with regular /uu/.
(<at is why ‘/Uu, u:/' are not suitable, even if /uu/ should be rendered as ‘/%:/', again unsatisfactorily, because the phonemes must be kept stable, for a unique phonemic system, for the same and only language, while their realizations may vary a
lot, indeed.) „en needed, the appropriate diaphonemes have to be introduced,
instead of positing too many partially di‡erent systems, which does not help at all,
but does complicate things and ideas.
In addition, go and the adjective no may have /rE/, while know and the adverb
no have regular /ø¨/.
145.3. <e parallel (front) phenomenon, \ the introduction of the diaphoneme /RJ/ (™Ù), is no longer needed, except for some rare very old rural speakers.
Its realization is among the further variants, in the third vocogram of ˙ 145.2. <is
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was current in words such as mane˚ daze˚ from Middle English /ÅÅ/ (ï /EE/ in Early
Modern English, ï /™¤/ Present-day English}, di‡erent from main˚ days˚ from Middle English /Äi/ (ï Present-day English /™¤/, again).
It seems quite likely that also /rE/ will soon change into regular /ø¨/, as will
happen to a number of words (again with /ø¨/ in the common language), which
are pronounced, instead, with the /¨/ phoneme, in the broad accent: boat˚ bone˚
comb˚ home˚ whole˚ froze˚ oats˚ road. <e same is true for some others, with di‡erent phonemes in common English, for instance, /¨/ again both in tooth (/uu/) and
because (/]/). <ese highly stigmatized and rural features are very rare, now.
145.4. Another very peculiar feature of this Norfolk accent is the extreme
spread of smoothing, as shown in ˙ 145.3, both for broad and mild accents. <e
ﬁrst vocogram gives the result of the eighth diphthongs (including /rE/) followed
by /È/, where the eigth phonemic triphthongs change into diphthongs. Let us see
some examples: ('phlÄ;‘) /'pl™¤È≤/ player, ('fñ;‘) /'fa™È≤/ ﬁre, ('thÅ;‘) /'taøÈ≤/ tower,
(jÈ'n◊;‘ö, -∏;Öö) /ju'nø¨¤t/ you know it, (∑È'lÅ;‘ö) /∑™¤È'laø¤t/ they allow it, ('d1;‘ö, -È;‘ö)
/'duu¤t/ do it.
<e second vocogram, in ˙ 145.3, shows a further degree of smoothing, and a
number of typical possible neutralizations: ('fA;å) /'fa™È≤/ ﬁre, ('thA;å) /'taøÈ≤/ tower, ('bÙ;Én) /'bii¤˙/ being, ('phÙ;É, ≠-™;É) /'p¤È≤/ pier, ('phlÄ;‘, ≠-™;É) /'pl™¤È≤/ player,
('khÄ;‘, ≠-™;É) /'k™È≤/ care, ('n∏;Ön, -ø;Ön) /'nø¨¤˙/ knowing, ('dø;Ön, -‘;‘n) /'duu¤˙/
doing, ('gø;Ön) /'gø¨¤˙/ {/'grE¤˙/} going, (Èm'phlø;Ön) /¤m'plø™¤˙/ employing, ('khø;Ö,
'kh‘;‘) /'khj¨È≤/ cure.
˙ 145.3. Norwich: typical smoothing.
moderate smoothing

/iiÈ/ (Ù‘)
/™¤È/ (Ä‘)
/aøÈ/ (Å‘)

/uuÈ/ (1‘)
/rEÈ/ (È‘)
/ø™È/ (ø‘)
/ø¨È/ (◊‘)
/a™È/ (ñ‘)

strong smoothing “ neutralizations
/uuÈ/
ï/È:/ (‘‘)
ï/¨È, rEÈ, ø™È/
(øÖ)
/iiÈ, ¤È/
/rEÈ, ø™È, ¨È/
(ÙÉ, ™É)
(øÖ)
/™¤È, ™È/
/ø¨È/ (∏Ö, øÖ)
(Ä‘, ™É)
/a™È, aøÈ/ (Aå)

145.5. As for the consonants, in rural areas we can ﬁnd (h) /h/, (lél) /lé§/, while
in Norwich we have (h, ≠`) /h/, (léı) /lé§/; there is no trace of (§, °) or vocalization
yet. However, (∫, ÿ, Ü÷ C) /p, t, ù, k÷ c/, (ö, ±t) /t+, éù°, éùé/, (–nöé) /énùé/ are widespread in the whole area, but not in sequences of two: ('phûtÈö) /'p¨ù¤t/ put it; and
(V) /</ is spreading, as well.
But, the most peculiar Norfolk phenomenon is /juu, j¨/ ï /uu, ¨/, after any
consonant, not only for /ˆ/ (except in absolute initial position, where now we ﬁnd
/+j/; although, in a very broad accent, we can still have even /+juu, +j¨/ ï /`uu, `¨/):
('n1;%) /'nˆuu/ new, ('th1;%n) /'tˆuun/ tune, ('d1;%) /'dˆuu/ due, ('f1;%) /'fjuu/ few, ('kh1;%)
/'kjuu/ queue, ('h1;%‚) /'hjuuG/ huge, ('khøø>iÈs, 'kh‘‘-) /'kj¨˘<iÈs/ curious; ('j1;%Ω,
≠'1;%Ω) /'juuz/ use (v.).
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145.6. Paraphonically, the broad accent is characterized by a raised larynx setting §Æ@, creaky voice §~@, and faucalization §Ñ@, in di‡erent proportions, which produces a kind of harsh and metallic voice.
A further typical, and noticeable, feature concerns the di‡erence between stressed
and unstressed syllables, which produces a peculiar and easily recognizable rhythm.
In fact, the long vowels and diphthongs are not much reduced, when followed by
voiceless consonants or unstressed syllables, in the same word or rhythm group;
while, the unstressed vowels, besides tending to become /È/, are further shortened
or even dropped.
Examples: (&OpÈ'z¤Só, Op'z-) /ØpÈ's¤SúÈûn/ opposition, (khó'˛h>OvÈsi, -OÑsi, 'khON˛>ÈvÈsi,
È
- Ñsi) /kÈn't<ØvÈ≤si, 'kØnt<ÈvÈú:û≤si/ controversy, ('hOlÈdiΩ, 'hOıdÈΩ) /'hØlÈd™¤z, -diz/
holidays, ('ha;åf pÈs'th1;%) /'hXf 'pXst 'tuu/ half past two, ('fø;øöi 'fñ;IÑ, -öî, -öO) /'fø:≤ùi
'fa™v/ forty ﬁve, ('Äm∆) /'xma™/ am I?, (ó∑È'm¤dÍ*∑È'nñ;It, ó∑'m-, -∑'n-) /¤n∑È'm¤d° Èv∑È'na™t/ in the middle of the night, (Ç'fa;å> ÇñIkó'sÙ;i, Ç∆kó-) /Èz'fA:< Èza™kÈn'sii/ as
far as I can see.

147. Avon B (Bristol)
{© Luciano Canepari, 2010, Venice University, Italy}

147.1. For the Southwest of England, or ‘West Country', we will start from its
northernmost area, which includes Bristol (in Avon, and parts of Gloucestershire
Wiltshire and Somerset), providing variants, as well. <en, we will consider three
further areas (see the maps of England in ˙ 129.4-5).
<us, ˙ 147.1 shows the typical present-day accent of the West Country, while
˙ 147.2 adds both broader and lighter variants of vowels and diphthongs. In addition, ˙ 147.4 will show further variants, more typical of younger speakers.
˙ 147.1. Avon Æ (Bristol): typical vowels, diphthongs “ intonation.
/u/ (¯)
/¨/ (û, ¨ı)

/i/ (i)
/¤/ (¤, Ùı)
/È/ (È, =*, ∆|), /˘/ (¤÷ È)
/È:/ (‘‘{ı})
/™/ (E, Äı)
/x, [:, X/ (Å, aı)
/A:, X/ (aå{ı})
/¤È≤/ (¤Èq)
/È:≤/ (‘‘q)
/™È≤/ (EÄq)
/A:≤/ (aåq)

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/ø:/ (øø{ı})
/å, ˘:/ (∆, ºı)
/Ø, ]/ (ñ{ı})
/uu/ (Ï¯, ¯uı)

/¨È≤/ (¨Èq) /ii/ (Ii, i¤ı)
{ï/ø:≤/}
/È≤/ (Èq)
/ø:≤, r:≤/
(øøq)
/™¤/ (EI, E¤ı)
/aø/ (Å¨{ı})

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 ' 2 1)

/ø¨/ (‘¨, Ö¨ı)
/ø™/ (øI, øÙı)
/a™/ (AI, A¤ı)

/÷/ (2 Ì 2 2)

{/÷/ ±(2 ' 3 2)}

147.2. Traditionally, the West Country is rhotic, although, nowadays, milder accents –especially urban ones– tend to be non-rhotic, since in England non-rhoticity is the prestige form (although the International accent is rhotic, but with (q) /≤/,
\ a semi-approximant, rather than a true approximant, (<)). Also in the West Country we have (q) /≤/, while (<) /≤/ is more typical of rural accents.
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In urban West-Country pronunciation, there are also ‘intermediate' accents,
which may be considered to be ‘rhotic' even without actually sounding their r's.
<is is achieved by means of a centering diphthongization of the relevant vowels
(¬ ˙ 147.2, second vocogram): (¤‘, ¤∆|, Ù‘÷ ™‘, E‘÷ a∆÷ øÖ, ø∆|÷ ¨‘, ¨∆|). A more typically rhotic, but milder variant pronunciation, may keep (q) /≤/, after these diphthongs: (¤‘q, ¤∆q|, Ù‘q÷ ™‘q, E‘q÷ a∆q÷ øÖq, ø∆q|÷ ¨‘q, ¨∆q|).
˙ 147.2. Avon Æ (Bristol): broader or lighter variants.
/u/ ±(u)

/i/ (≠Ii, ≠≠¤i)

/¨/ ≠(x, Pı)
/ø:/ (≠øo, ≠≠oø{ı})
/È+/ (≠º, ≠≠Ö)
/å/ ±(√)
/Ø, ]/ ≠(O{ı})

F

F

/¤/ ≠(Ù, Ùı)
/È:, ˘:/ ±(‘‘{ı})
/™/ ±(™, Äı)
F
/x, [:, X/ ±(Ä, åı)
/A:, X/ ±(A√), /A:m/ ≠(a∏m) -alm

/¨È≤/ (±¨‘úqû,
¨∆úqû|) ≠≠(¯¨‘úqû)
(“ ï /ø:≤/}
/È≤/ (±Èúqû,
±∆úqû|)
/ø:≤/ (±øÖúqû,
≠ø∆{q}|)

/¤È≤/
±(¤‘úqû, ¤∆úqû|)
≠(Ù‘úqû)
≠≠(i¤‘úqû)
/™È≤/
±(™‘úqû, E‘úqû)
/A:≤/ ≠(a∆úqû)
/ii/
≠(¤i)
/™¤/
±(™I)
/aø/
≠(ÅÏ)

/uu/
≠(1¯, ¨uı)
/ø¨/
(±‘¨, ≠∏Uı)
/a™/ (±aI)

/a™/ (≠ªI,
≠≠åI, ≠≠≠ñÙ)

147.3. <erefore, in ˙ 147.1, let us notice the most peculiar features: (Å, aı) /x,
[:, X/, (aå) /A:, X/ (which can have lighter, more di‡erent timbre variants, as in ˙
147.2). <e diaphoneme /X/, as in ('laåst, 'lÅst) /'lXst/ last, actually, belongs to both
groups, as it oscillates between them, depending on accents, speakers, and words.
Apart from the exact timbres of (û) /¨/, (‘‘) /È:/, (∆) /å/, (ñ) /Ø, ]/ (and further
variants), the beginning and ending points of a number of diphthongs (and variants, again) should be carefully checked in the vocograms.
147.4. <e diphthongs /™¤, a™, aø, ø¨/ followed by an unstressed vowel and a sonant (consonant), in the broad accent, can become narrow diphthongs, instead of
triphthongs (¬ ˙ 147.3): ('phlEI¤˙, ≠-E;Én) /'pl™¤¤˙/ playing, ('vE;¤ı, ≠'vE;Éı) /'v™¤§/ vale,
('fAI=q, ≠'fA;‘q) “ (±'fa;‘q, ≠'fª;∆q, ≠≠'få;‘q, ≠≠≠'fñ;‘q) /'fa™È≤/ ﬁre, ('fA;¤ı, ≠'fA;‘ı) “ (±'fa;‘ı,
≠'fª;∆ı, ≠≠'få;‘ı, ≠≠≠'fñ;‘ı) /'fa™§/ ﬁle, ('thÅ¨=q, ≠-Å;‘q) /'taøÈ≤/ tower, ('thÅ¨=ı, ≠-Å;‘ı)
/'taøÈ§/ towel, ('g‘¨¤˙, ≠'g‘;P˙, ≠≠'g‘;X˙, ≠≠-n) /'gø¨¤˙/ going, ('GÖ¨=ı, ≠'GÖ;Pı, ≠≠'GÖ;Xı)
/'Gø¨È§/ Joel.
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˙ 147.3. Avon Æ (Bristol): typical very broad narrow diphthongs for triphthongs.

/ø¨é/
(‘X, ÖXı)

/™¤é/ (EÉúıû)
/aøé/ (Å‘{ı})

/a™é/ (±a‘úıû,
≠ª∆úıû, ≠≠å‘úıû,
≠≠≠ñ‘úıû)

/a™é/ (A‘úıû)

Typically, in the broad accent, monosyllables in intonemes have longer vowel
duration before voiceless consonants, than in common English: ('thÅÅp) /'txp/ tap,
('d¤¤S) /'d¤S/ dish, ('wE;Iö) /'w™¤t/ wait.
Instead of these typical features, ‘r-less' and younger speakers show the accent
given in ˙ 147.4.
˙ 147.4. Avon Æ (Bristol): milder “ younger variants.
/u/ (¯)
/¨/ (û{ı})
/ø:/ (o:{ı}) ±(ø:{ı})
/È:/ (‘:{ı}) ≠(‘È, ‘√|)
/å/ (√{ı})
/Ø, ]/ (O{ı}) ≠(A{ı})
¯
/A:, X/ (Å:,
º A:)
¬

/i/ (i), ≠(¤i+)
/¤/ (¤{ı})
/È/ (È, =*, √|), /˘/ (È, ¤0+)
/™/ (™{ı})
/x/ (Å{ı})
˜

/j¨È≤/ (jøø, jø√|) ±(j¨È, j¨√|)
/¨È≤/ (øø, ø√|) ≠(PÈ, P√|)

/¤È≤/ (¤È, ¤√|) ≠(ÙÈ, Ù√|)

/r:≤/ (øÈ, ø√|)

/™È≤/ (ÉÈ, É√|) ±(™È, ™√|)

/ii/
(¤i, I¤ı)

/uu/ (1%, uuı)
/ø™/ (P¤, PÙı)

/™¤/
(™¤, ™Ùı)

/ø¨/ (‘Ï, Ö¨ı)
/aø/
/a™/
≠(ÄÏ, ÄPı)
(AÙ, AÉı)

/aø/
(ÅP{ı})

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 ' 1 2)

/a™/
≠(ñÙ, ñÉı)
±(√Ù, √Éı)

/÷/ (2 Ç 3 2)

147.5. But we want to draw special attention to what is described as something
of a ‘strange' peculiarity. Words like sofa and window are often described as ending
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in ‘/È§, °/', in the West Country. „at native speakers can actually pronounce is (≠º,
≠≠Ö) /È+/ (as shown in the ﬁrst vocogram of ˙ 147.2, by means of ◊, because the
tongue position corresponds, while the lips are half-rounded for (º), and fully rounded for (Ö)): ('s‘¨f∆, ≠-º, ≠≠-Ö) /'sø¨fÈ/ sofa, ('w¤nd‘¨, ≠-º, ≠≠-Ö) /'w¤ndø¨/ window˘
Now, hasty hearers may well be convinced that they hear the sound(s) corresponding to /È§, °/; but, even real broad West-Country speakers say ('‘¨v=ı, -v®,
-v°) /'ø¨v°/ oval, ('sp¤nd=ı, -d®, -d°) /'sp¤nd°/ spindle. <us, with a di‡erence: so,
speakers do not confuse such words. On the contrary, it is hearers that think they
are hearing something which is not as they believe it to be.
147.6. Even for /<, ≤/, we still read incorrect –and unchecked– descriptions, which
keep on telling stories about a more ‘retroﬂexed' r than in normal English, generally confusing the two kinds of r's (as in the descriptions of American English,
both by most American and non-American native-speaker ‘phoneticians').
Of course (¬ Ã 26, on purpose called <e ‘whole truth' on English r), the truth
is that, normally, rhotic accents have (<éq, <é<) /<é≤/, while non-rhotic accents have
(>é`, >éÈ), Æ.
But another very important thing has to be repeated, until people –at last– can
really believe it. <ose who can actually do real Natural Phonetics, of course, certainly know that the proper phonetic symbol for British, and British-like, /</ must
be (>), because it is a postalveolar approximant (as shown in ˙ 147.5).
„ile for the American, and American-like (as the West-Country /</ is), the
proper symbols are (<, q), which are provelar approximant and semi-approximant,
respectively (again, shown in ˙ 147.5).
˙ 147.5. Avon Æ (Bristol): comparisons between r-sounds.

+
<

+
q

+
>

147.7. „en English or Australian actors try to put on an American or West-Country accent, if they are not well-trained and skillful enough, they will inevitably produce something that a native-speaker of that accent will instinctively perceive as somehow inappropriate, perhaps even without fully understanding why.
<e reason is that such actors say ('khA:>, -A;ˇ÷ '>™;È>, '>™;ˇ÷ '>ø:>, '>ø;ˇ÷ >iÈ'>™;¤~‚÷
'sp¤>¤t÷ 'h¤È>¤˙, 'h¤>¤˙÷ 'm™È>i, 'm™>i), instead of (with some vocalic variants, as well)
('khA:<, -q, ≠-ƒ) /'kA:≤/ car ((ƒ) is the American mediatic provelar uvularized approximant, ¬ ˙ 26.2), ('<™;≥, '<™;Èq, ≠'ƒ™;‡) /'<™È≤/ rare, ('<ø:<, -q, ≠'ƒø:ƒ) /'<ø:≤, '<r:≤/ roar, (<i='<™;¤~‚, ≠ƒi='ƒ-) /<iiÈ'<™¤nG/ rearrange, ('sp¤<¤t, ≠-ƒ-) /'sp¤<¤t/ spirit, ('h¤<¤˙, ≠-ƒ-) /'h¤˘<¤˙/ hearing, ('m™<i, ≠-ƒi) /'m™˘<i/ Mary.
147.8. For /é˘<é/, the normal West-Country realization is (é<é) (as in American
or International pronunciation), although (é≥é, é=<é) are possible, too, in less
and less typical accent, thus we can have ('h¤<¤˙, 'h¤≥¤˙, 'h¤=<¤˙) /'h¤˘<¤˙/ hearing,
('m™<i, 'm™≥i, 'm™=<i) /'m™˘<i/ Mary, Æ.
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Apart from normalized rhotic or non-rhotic accents, there is much uncertainty
about the use or non-use of /≤/. For instance, we can ﬁnd (≠q), even within words,
as in: khaki˚ tomato˚ bath˚ nought˚ idea˘ In rural speech, this is very frequent for
words ending in -ow˚ -o˚ -a˚ -ah, such as window˚ tomorrow˚ potato˚ sofa˚ Sarah.
Even intrusive-r is frequent, as linking-r is.
147.9. Another well-known West-Country peculiarity is the change of initial voiceless constrictives into voiced (or, sometimes, half-voiced) ones. But this feature is certainly a rural one (and mostly for homely and everyday words), which is more and
more di‚cult to ﬁnd systematically used, even by older farmers: ('vA;IÑ, 'Ñ-) /'fa™v/
ﬁve, ('∑ø;øqn, '„-) /'†ø:≤n/ thorn, ('zøøıt, 'Ω-) /'sr:§t/ salt, ('ZÄıtÈq, 'Ë-) /'S™§ùÈ≤/ shelter.
Also intervocalic /p, t, k÷ c÷ f, †, s, S/, in a broad and rural accent, can become
half-voiced (Ê, ﬂ, Ÿ÷ ‚÷ Ñ, „, Ω, Ë), with (4, ò, ﬂ) /ù/: ('ÅÊ®) /'ap°/ apple, ('bEﬂi, -4i)
/'b™ùi/ Betty, ('bEﬂÈq, -4Èq) /'b™ùÈ≤/ better, ('phñŸ¤ö) /'pØk˘t/ pocket, ('ph<¤i‚Èq) /'p<iicÈ≤/ preacher, (È'ÑE;Äq) /È'f™È≤/ a‡air, ('mÅ„jÏ¯) /'mx†juu/ Matthew, ('phaåΩ¤˙, -¤n)
/'pXs¤˙/ passing, ('phûË¤˙, -¤n) /'p¨S¤˙/ pushing.
In addition, especially in urban speech, for /t, ù/, we often ﬁnd (éöé, énöé, é<öé,
éqöé, éıöé÷ éöÈn, énöÈn, é<öÈn, éqöÈn, éıöÈn) (typically with (0Èn+) /0ó+/) and
(éö+úsû): ('w¤nöÈ<) /'w¤nùÈ≤/ winter, ('staåqöÈ≤) /'stA:≤ùÈ≤/ starter, ('bñö®, -=ı) /'bØù°/ bottle, ('wøøıöÈq) /'wø:§ùÈ≤/ Walter, ('phøInöÈn) /'pø™nùÈn/ Pointon, ('b‘‘qöÈn) /'bÈ:≤ùÈn/
Burton, ('ph™ö) /'p™t/ pet, ('hÅös, 'Åös) /'hxts/ hats.
<e last example shows that often /h/ ï (h, `), in the West Country, too.

150. Cornwall (Truro)
{© Luciano Canepari, 2010, Venice University, Italy}

150.1. Cornwall is very peripheral and isolated, indeed, as Norfolk is (Ã 145).
<us the Cornwall accent has its own peculiarities, too. Let us start with ˙ 150.1,
which has a familiar look, because we are still in the West Country. But the tonograms are quite peculiar: notice the protonic syllables and the conclusive and suspensive tonic ones, which immediately remind the Celtic modulation, with their
rising movement (however slightly), that makes one think of the waves around the
coasts of Cornwall (and let us end this poetic, not scientiﬁc, digression).
˙ 150.1. Cornwall (Truro): vowels, diphthongs “ intonation.
/ié, i+/ (i)
/¤/ (¤, Ùı)
/È/ (È, ∆+, ≠∆q+)
/˘/ (È, ¤z+, ¤d+)
/™/ (™, Äı)
/x, [:/ (Å, aı)

/u/ (¯)
/¤È≤/ (IÈq)
/¨/ (û, ¨ı)
/ø:/ (oø{ı})
/È:≤/ (‘‘q)
/˘:≤/
/å/ (∆, ºı)
(∆q, ‘‘q)
/Ø, ]/ (O{ı})
/A:, X/ (Aå{ı}) /™È≤/ (EÄq)

/¨È≤/ (UÈq)
(“ ï /ø:≤/}
/È≤/ (Èq)
/ø:≤, r:≤/
(øøq)
/A:≤/ (Aåq)

/uu/ (Ï¯, ¯uı)

/ii/ (¤i, iIı)

/ø¨/ (Ö¨{ı})
/™¤/ (™I, ™¤ı)

/a™/
(©¤, ©Ùı)

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/ø™/
(øI, øÙı)

/aø/
(ÄÏ, Ä¨ı)

/?/ (2 ' 2 1)

/÷/ (2 ' 2 2)

150.2. In the vocograms of ˙ 150.2, we might emphasize the qualities of the starting points of (≠ÉI) /™¤/, (±∏¤) /a™/ (however, less marked than ‘normal' Cornwall (◊¤),
seen in ˙ 150.1), ≠(1¯, ûUı) /uuú§û/, and indeed the variant (≠≠øoı) /uu§/: (≠'phû;Uı,
≠≠'phÖ;oı) /'puu§/ pool, which is still di‡erent from (≠'phÖ;Uı, ≠≠'ph∏;Uı) /'pø¨§/ pole, especially because speakers who say (≠≠'phÖ;oı) /'puu§/ pool will also use the broadest
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variant for the other word, as well: (≠≠'ph∏;Uı) /'pø¨§/ pole. Of course, the hearers may
be in a state of uncertainty. And this is quite understandable, especially if we consider the actual and possible typical neutralizations that we will see in ˙ 150.4.
˙ 150.2. Cornwall (Truro): broader and lighter variants.
/i+/ ≠(¤i)
/x˙/
≠(Ä{É}˙)
/x/ ±(Ä, Å{Ä})
/A:/ ≠(aå)
/ii/ ±(Ii, iiı)

/™¤/ ≠(ÉI, É¤ı)

/¨/
≠(X, xı, oı)
/å/ ±(√)
/A:m/
≠(A∏m) -alm

/¤È≤/
(≠¤∆q, ±¤∆)
/È:≤/ (≠‘Èq,
±‘È, ±‘∆)
/™È≤/
(≠™∆q, ±™∆)

/¨È≤/
(≠¨∆q, ±¨∆)
/ø:≤/
(≠ø∆q, ≠ø∆)
/È≤/ (≠∆q, ±∆)
/A:≤/ (≠åAq,
≠≠aAq, ≠aA)

/uu/ ≠(1¯,
ûUı) ≠≠(Öoı)
/ø™/
≠≠(ÖI, Ö¤ı)

/ø¨/ ±(‘¨,
ÖUı) ≠≠(∏Uı)
/ø™/ ≠(O¤, OÙı)

/aø/
±(ÅÏ, Å¨ı)

/a™/
±(∏¤, ∏Ùı)

150.3. <e interested readers should carefully examine all vocograms before we
pass to ˙ 150.3, where we can ﬁnd the typical rural realizations of the broadest accent: ≠≠(%y, %¯ı) /uu/, ≠≠(Ùe, ÙÙı) /™¤/, ≠≠(Poúıû) /ø¨/, ≠≠(◊I, ◊¤ı) /a™/, ≠≠(‘%, ‘Ïı) /aø/,
and (≠∏, ≠≠∏, ≠≠≠¬) /Ø, ]/ ((∏) is a ‘rounded (a)'): (≠≠'th%;y) /'tuu/ two, (≠≠'n‘;%) /'naø/
now, (≠'th∏p, ≠≠'th∏p, ≠≠≠'th¬p) /'tØp/ top.
<e sequences /úéûé˘<é/ generally have /˘/ ï (`) (especially with /a™, aø/+/˘<é/):
('f∏¤<¤n) /'fa™˘<¤˙/ ﬁring. In the broad accent, we ﬁnd (¤i‚, ¤in, iS, ¤i+) /˘G, ¤˙, ¤S, i/
-age˚ -ing˚ -ish˚ -y: ('v¤l¤i‚) /'v¤l˘G/ village, ('s™Il¤in) /'s™¤l¤˙/ sailing, ('¤˙gliS) /'¤˙gl¤S/
English, ('s¤4¤i) /s¤ùi/ city.
In the broad accent, ﬁnal /È/ ï (≠º, ≠≠Ö) (too often interpreted as if it were ‘/È§,
°/'): (È'm™<Èk∆, ≠-º, ≠≠-Ö) /È'm™<˘kÈ/ America, (©¤'d¤;∆, ≠-¤;º, ≠≠-¤;Ö) /a™'d¤È, -iiÈ/ idea.
In typical rural accents, we have ≠≠(È'm™<Èk∆q, ◊I'd¤;∆q).
Generally, the schwa is kept in the endings (0Èn) /0úÈûn/: (&<™vÈ'lÏ¯SÈn) /<™vÈ'luuSúÈûn/
revolution. In rural speech, /™, x/ ï (™Ù, ÅÉ), especially before /g, S/ (variably before /k/):
('™ÙŸ) /'™g/ egg, ('bÅÉŸ) /'bxg/ bag. <ere is a reduced form for (’g∆ö, ’gÈö) /’gØt/ got.
˙ 150.3. Cornwall (Truro): typical rural taxophones.
/uu/ ≠≠(%y, %¯ı)
/™¤/ ≠≠(Ùe, ÙÙı)
/aø/ ≠≠(‘%, ‘Ïı)

/ø¨/ ≠≠(Po{ı})
/a™/ ≠≠(◊I, ◊¤ı)
/Ø, ]/ (≠∏, ≠≠¿, ≠≠≠¬)
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150.4. We now pass to ˙ 150.4, where we can see the possible and typical (and
even multiple) neutralizations before /§/: ('f¤;¤ı) /'f¤§/ ﬁll, ('f¤;¤ı, 'fÉ;Éı) /'fii§/ feel,
('fÉ;Éı) /'f™¤§/ fail, ('sÄ;Äı) /'s™§/ sell, ('sÄ;Äı, 'sa;aı) /'sx§/ sal, ('sa;aı) /'saø§/ sowl, ('g∏;∏ı)
/'gå§/ gull, ('g∏;∏ı) /'ga™§/ guile, ('f¨;¨ı) /'fuu§/ fool, ('f¨;¨ı, 'fø;øı) /'f¨§/ full, ('fø;øı)
/'fø¨§/ foal, ('fø;øı) /'fø:§/ fall, ('fø;øı) /'fø™§/ foil.
<e assimilative taxophone (=) /È/, in contact with velar or velarized consonants, generally, only occurs in lighter accents: (È'g™n:) /È'g™n/ again (neutral pronunciation (='g™n:)), (khÈn'th™;In) /kÈn't™¤n/ contain (neutral pronunciation (kh=n'th™;In)).
For the word water, we can have ('wO4Èq), and in rural accents (≠'w∏-, ≠≠'w∏-,
≠≠≠'w¬-) /'w]ùÈ≤/, all with short ‘/Ø/'.
˙ 150.4. Cornwall (Truro): typical possible neutralizations.
/¤ı, iiı/ (¤¤ı)

/¨ı, uuı/ (¨¨ı)

/iiı, ™¤ı/ (ÉÉı)

/uuı, ø¨ı, ø:ı, ø™ı/ (øøı)

/™ı, xı/ (ÄÄı)
/xı, aøı/ (aaı)

/åı, a™ı/ (∏∏ı)

150.5. <ere are instances of (≠f) /†/, but especially very frequent occurrences of
(ö) /t, ù/, in various contexts: (ö+, ö0, éöó, éö°): ('khÅö) /'kxt/ cat, ('th™önÈk®) (let us
notice that this accent has no /È/ (=) taxophone) /'t™kn¤k°/ technical, (Èg'zÅöli, ≠-Ii,
≠≠-¤i) /˘g'zxktli/ exactly, ('bOö®) /'bØù°/ bottle, ('khOöÈn) /'kØtó/ cotton (both, in rural
accents, have: (≠-∏-, ≠≠-∏-, ≠≠≠-¬-)}; and (é4é, éöé): ('b™4Èq, 'b™öÈq) /'b™ùÈ≤/ better.
Besides (<) /</, we can occasionally ﬁnd (q, ƒ, ⁄), also for /≤/; whereas, in milder
urban accents, we can have (`) /≤/. For /lé§/ we ﬁnd (lé, ≠7é, éı), but not yet (é§);
(éé<®) /éé≤§/ is frequent: ('snAå<®) /'snA:≤§/ snarl, ('w‘‘<®ﬂ) /'wÈ:≤§d/ world.
For /st</ we can have: ('st<¤it, ≠'St<-) /'st<iit/ street; more often, we ﬁnd (n, c, G)
/nˆ, tˆ, dˆ/: ('nÏ;%) /'nˆuu/ new, ('chÏ;%n) /'tˆuun/ tune, ('GÏ;%) /'dˆuu/ due.
<e typical West-Country voicing of initial voiceless constrictives is less widespread (and decidedly less in southern Cornwall); it occurs especially in rural
speech, with (≠Ò, ≠≠Ê) /=/: ('s™vÈn, ≠'Ω-, ≠≠'z-) /'s™vúÈûn/ seven.
In intonemes, even monosyllables followed by /=/, generally, keep their length
unreduced: ('n©;¤ö) /'na™t/ night˚ or are lengthened in non-lengthening contexts, as
well: ('s¤¤k) /'s¤k/ sick.

151. West Midlands
(Birmingham, ‘Brummie')
{© Luciano Canepari, 2010, Venice University, Italy}

151.1. <e linguistic Midlands include the West Midlands, with Birmingham
(the second largest city in England – and, indeed, in the British Isles, ¬ ˙ 129.4)
and Stratford-on-Avon (in Warwickshire, where William Shakespeare was born and
buried), and the East Midlands, with Leicester (in Leicestershire, and Nottingham,
in Nottinghamshire, famous for its associations with the Robin Hood legend), and
Lincoln (in Lincolnshire, one of the main agricultural counties in England).
Arguably, even linguistically, the Midlands occupy an intermediate position between the South and the North of England.
151.2. Of course, we start from Birmingham, and the ‘Black Country' (where,
in the past, there were many factories that produced a lot of dirty smoke). In ˙
151.1, we can see the typical accent of Birmingham, ‘Brummie'; in ˙ 151.2, there
are many variants, both broad and mild, in various degrees.
Starting from ˙ 151.1, let us consider the two main peculiarities of the Midlands. <e di‡erence between /¨, å/ and between /x, A:/ (and /X, [:/) may be entirely lost, in the broadest accent. In fact, both pairs may completely lack their second element: ('ph¨t) /'p¨t/ (neutral English ('ph¨t)} put, (≠≠≠'ph¨t) /'påt/ (neutral
English ('phåt)} putt, ('Ånt) (neutral English ('xnt)} /'xnt/ ant, ('Ånt) (neutral
British English ('A;nt)} /'Xnt/ aunt.
151.3. However, the exact variation can clearly show that this is only one possibility among many others (¬ ˙ 151.1-2, for a complete survey).
As a matter of fact, for this accent, we do have:
('ph¨t, ≠-Ut, ≠≠-Pt, ≠≠≠-ût, ≠≠≠≠-Ït) /'p¨t/ put,
(≠≠≠≠'ph¨t, ≠≠≠-Pt, ≠≠-=t, ≠-Xt, ±-∆t, ±±-ºt, ±±±-√t) /'påt/ putt,
(≠≠'aænt, ≠'ant, 'Ånt, ±'Änt, ±±'xnt) /'xnt/ ant,
(±±'xnt, ±'Ånt, ≠'xxnt, ≠≠'ÅÅnt, ≠≠≠'aant, ≠≠≠≠'aAnt, ≠≠≠≠≠'åªnt) /'Xnt/ aunt – according to International and American pronunciation; while, according to British pronunciation, we would have:
(±±±'AAnt, ±±'aAnt, ±'aant, 'åªnt, ≠'ÅÅnt, ≠≠'xxnt, ≠≠≠'xnt).
(We include (x), although it does not appear in the vocograms, because this
neutral pronunciation is not completely impossible, at least for Black-Country
speakers who exhibit a non-local accent, or a mild mixed accent – at least for some
words, or in some occasions or situations.)
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˙ 151.1. West Midlands (Birmingham): vowels, diphthongs “ intonation.
/u/ (¯)
/¨/ (¨{ı})
/È/ (È, =*, ∆+), /˘/ (I)
/å/ (º{ı}) {ï /¨/ ≠≠≠≠(¨{ı})}
/ø:, ≠]/ (øø{ı})
/Ø, ]/ (ñ{ı})
/A:≤, A:<, A:m/ -alm (aa, ±aA)

/i/ (ié, ÙÛ+)
/¤/ (i, Iı)
/™/ (e, Éı)
/x, [:/ (Å, Äı)
/A:/ (Å, Äı) ±(ÅÅ, ÅÄı)
/X/ (Å, Äı) ±±(ÅÅ, ÅÄı)

/¨È≤/ (¯È, ¯∆|)
(+ /ø:≤/ (øø)}

/¤È≤/ (iÈ, i∆|)
/™È≤/ (eÙ)
(ï /È:≤/ ≠≠(ÙÙ)}
/È:≤/ (ÙÙ)
/˘:≤/ (∆)
{ï /¨/ ≠≠≠≠(¨)}

/ø:≤, r:≤/ (øø)

/uu/
(È¯, ûuı)

/ii/
(ÙÛ, I¤ı)

/ø™/
(oI, o¤ı)

/ø¨/
(√U, ∏Uı)

/™¤/
(Å¤, ÅÙı)

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/aø/
(ÄÏ, ÄPı)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 ' 2 1)

/a™/
(ñ¤, ñÙı)

/÷/ (2 6 2 2)

151.4. In the ﬁrst case –put “ putt– we can have two pronunciations in common: ('ph¨t, 'phPt); but, actually, they are ('ph¨t, ≠≠'phPt) for put, and (≠≠≠≠'ph¨t,
≠≠≠'phPt) for putt. In the second case –ant “ aunt– we have three pronunciations
in common: ('Ånt, 'Änt, 'xnt); actually, (±±'xnt, ±'Änt, 'Ånt) for ant, and (±±'xnt,
±'Änt, 'Ånt) (but (≠'Ånt, ≠≠'Änt, ≠≠≠'xnt), considering British English) for aunt.
Indeed, things are a bit more complicated, because, in this Black-Country accent, /x/ can be lengthened, while keeping its timbres. Indeed, from a modern
–and International– point of view, it is better not to distinguish between /x/ and
/X/. However, the opposition between /¨/ and /å/ is absolutely necessary, today (especially outside England).
It is worth while examining closely the ﬁrst vocogram of ˙ 151.1 and the ﬁrst
two of ˙ 151.2 to see the di‡erent realizations of the phonemes just seen. Of
course, all the others must not be overlooked, as well.
151.5. In any case, all this means that the possibility of confusion, especially
for /¨, å/, mostly depends on the hearers, because sociophonically our arrows are
clear indicators of di‡erent levels of language usages, which very seldom occur simultaneously in one and the same speaker.
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˙ 151.2. West Midlands (Birmingham): broad and mild variants.
/i+/ (±¤i, ±±Ii, ±±±i)
/¤/ ±(I, ¤ı)

/u/ ≠(%)
/¨/ ≠(Ï, û{ı}, U{ı}, P{ı})
/È/ ±(√|), /å/ ≠≠≠≠(¨) {= /¨/}
/ø:/ (≠oø{ı}, ≠≠PÖ{ı})

/™/ ±(™, Éı) ≠(E, Äı)

/Ø/ ≠(A{ı})
/A:≤, A:</ {“ /A:m/ -alm] (≠åª)

/x, X, A:, [:/ (±Ä,
¬ ≠a, ≠≠a,
æ ≠åı)

/™¤/
+(™i, ™Iı)
±(EI, E¤ı)
≠≠(å¤, åÙı)

/å/
/¤È≤/
≠≠≠(P, Öı)
+(IÈ, I∆|)
≠≠(=, ûı)
±(¤È, ¤∆|)
≠(X, xı)
±±(-√|)
±(∆{ı}) ±±(√{ı})
/™È≤/
/A:/
(aa{ı}, ±Aa{ı}, (±™É,
±AA{ı}, ≠Aª{ı}) +EÄ)

/¨È≤/ ±(¨È,
¨∆|) ±±(-√|)
+(UÈ, U∆|)
(+ /r:≤, ø:≤/}

/ii, i+/
±±(Ii, i¤ı)
(¤i, ≠¢Û)
/È:≤/ (+ÈÈ,
++‘É, ±ÈÈ, ±±‘‘)
/r:≤/ ï /ø¨È≤/
≠≠(√UÈ, √U∆|)

/uu/
+(Ï%, =¯ı)
±(=¯, ¨¯ı)

/ø™/
≠≠(¨I, ¨¤ı)
±(ø¤, øÙı)

/™¤/
≠(Ei, EIı)
≠≠(ÄI, Ä¤ı)
≠≠≠(a¤, aÙı)

/a™/
±±(aI, a¤ı)
≠(ª¤, ªÙı)
/aø/
≠(EÏ, E¨ı)
+(x¨{ı})
/ø¨/ +(‘%, (±Å¨{ı},
∏Uı, ∏øı÷
±±aP{ı})
åU, ∆¯, OUı) ≠≠(Åå{ı},
aå{ı})

/r:≤/ (˝oø)
(˝˝PÖ)

/ø™/
≠(O¤, OÙı)
≠≠(Ø¤, ØÙı)

/a™/
+(AI, A¤ı)
≠≠(∏¤, ∏Ùı)

151. West Midlands (Birmingham, ‘Brummie')
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For the diaphoneme /]/, we have two correspondences, according to speakers
and words. „ile, in milder accents, we have (ñ, ≠A) /Ø, ]/, (øø, ≠oø, ≠≠PÖ) /ø:/; in
broader accents, instead, we ﬁnd (≠A, ñ) /Ø/, (≠≠PÖ, ≠oø, øø) /], ø:/ (although, with
mixed usages): ('ñf, ≠'Af, ≠≠'PÖf, ≠'oøf, 'øøf) /']f/ o‡.
151.6. Further particularities are the peculiar timbres of (i, Iı) ±(I, ¤ı) /¤/, (e, É¬ı)
±(™, Éµı) ≠(E, Äı) /™/, (ÙÛ, ±¤i, ±±Ii, ±±±i) /i+/ (but we will limit our exempliﬁcations,
here, to some taxophones of ˙ 151.1, leaving to the readers the task of comparing
the realizations given in ˙ 151.2): ('siÿÙÛ) /'s¤ùi/ city, ('wIı:) /'w¤§/ will, ('jes) /'j™s/ yes,
('wÉı:) /'w™§/ well.
<e typical accent has peculiarly close vocoids (although with less strange variants, given in ˙ 151.2), also for (iÈ, i∆|÷ eÙ÷ ¯È, ¯∆|) /¤È, ™È, ¨È/: ('hi;∆) /'h¤È≤/ here,
('∑e;Ù) /'∑™È≤/ there, ('th¯;∆) /'t¨È≤/ tour.
<e typical broad accent can still distinguish between (øø) (≠oø, ≠≠PÖ) /ø:≤/ and
(øø) (˝oø, ˝˝PÖ) /r:≤/, in addition to ≠≠(√UÈ, √U∆|), which corresponds to /ø¨È/ (given in the fourth vocogram of ˙ 151.2): ('wø;ø) (≠-o;ø, ≠≠-P;Ö) /'wø:≤/ war, ('fø;ø) (˝-o;ø,
˝˝-P;Ö, ≠≠-√U∆) /'fr:≤/ four. Characteristic are also (ÙÙ, ±ÈÈ, ±±‘‘, ˝ÈÈ, ˝˝‘É) /È:/: ('f∆>ÙÛ)
Æ /'fÈ:<i/ furry˚ “ (∆) /˘:/: ('h∆>ÙÛ, ≠≠≠≠-¨-, -ÙÙ-, ±-ÈÈ-, ±±-‘‘-, ˝-ÈÈ-, ˝˝-‘É-) /'h˘:<i/ hurry.
151.7. But most peculiar are the typically ‘southern' timbres of the seven diphthongs: ('bÙ;Û) /'bii/ bee, ('dÅ;¤) /'d™¤/ day, ('thñ;¤m) /'ta™m/ time, ('bo;I) /'bø™/ boy,
('gÄ;Ïn) /'gaøn/ gown, ('g√;U) /'gø¨/ go, ('thÈ;¯) /'tuu/ two. We just show examples
without /§/ (which are left, again, with the active readers, who will certainly examine their many variants, as well).
Let us draw particular attention, however, to the possible following narrow-diphthong variants (last vocogram of ˙ 151.2), ≠≠(Åå, aå) /aø/: ('nÅ;å, 'na;å) /'naø/
now. Currently, as in most areas of England, we have both /'jø:, 'j¨È/ for /j¨È/:
('khjø:, -¯;∆) /'kj¨È≤/ cure.
151.8. As for the consonants, what strikes most is that /˙/ is typically realized
as (˙g) (even in milder accents), before vowels, or sonants, or pauses: ('si˙g∆) /'s¤˙È≤/ singer, ('si˙gin, -i˙Ÿ) /'s¤˙¤˙/ singing, ('mÙÛni˙glIs) /'miin¤˙lÈs/ {/-l˘s/} meaningless, ('wili˙glÙÛ) /'w¤l¤˙li/ willingly, ('lñ˙gmÈn) /'l]˙mÈn/ Longman, ('sñ˙g&>ñ¤ÿ∆)
/'s]˙<a™ùÈ≤/ songwriter.
Except for older speakers, we often have glottalization of postvocalic (∫, ÿ, Ü÷ C)
/p, t, k÷ c/: ('stñ∫) /'stØp/ stop, ('nñÿ) /'nØt/ not, ('>ñÜ) /'<Øk/ rock, ('wñC) /'w]c/
watch. Commonly, we also have (ö) /t+, t0/: ('lñÿ, -ö) /'lØt/ lot, ('skñÿlÈnﬂ, -öl-)
/'skØtlÈnd/ Scotland; and (4) /ù/: ('be4ÙÛ, -ÿ-) /'b™ùi/ Betty. Younger people can have (†,
∑) ≠(f, v) /†, ∑/.
Frequently, we ﬁnd (h, ≠`) /h/, (n, c, G) ±(nj, tj, dj) /nˆ, tˆ, dˆ/, (w) /ã/. Besides
normal (>) /</, in the broad accent, we also ﬁnd (R) /</, between vowels or between
obstruents and vowels: ('sñ>ÙÛ, ≠-RÙÛ) /'s]<i/ sorry, ('b>e;ﬂ, ≠'bR-) /'b<™d/ bread. Linking
and intrusive r is quite common. Besides, we have (l, ≠7) /l/, and (especially with
younger people) /§/ (§).
Paraphonically, we ﬁnd a possible general nasalization throughout, §è@.

158. North Yorkshire (York)
{© Luciano Canepari, 2010, Venice University, Italy}

˙ 158.1. York: vowels, diphthongs “ intonation.
/¨, u/ (¨) ≠(¨¯k) -ook
/å, ˘:/ (¨)
/È/ (È, =, ∆|), /˘/ (¤)

/¤, i/ (¤)
/È:/ (È:)

/ø:/ (O:)

/™/ (E)

/Ø, ]/ (Ø)

/x/ (a), /X/ (a{:}), /A:/ (a:)

/{j}¨È/ +({j}¨È, {j}¨∆|)
({j}oÈ, {j}o∆|)
/r:≤/ (oÈ, o∆|)
/ø:≤/ +(OÈ, O∆|) (O:)
(oÈ, o∆|)

/¤È/ (¤È, ¤∆|)
/È:/ (È:)
/™È/ +(EÈ, E∆|) (EÉ)
/A:≤/ (a:)

/uu/ (¨¯, Uuı)

/ii/ (¤i, i¤ı)
/™¤/ (™e, ™Ùı)

/ø¨/ (ÖP, Öoı)

/a™/ (åÙ, åÉı)

/aø/ (√P, √Öı)

/ø™/ (OI, O¤ı)
{/rE/ (O¨, Ooı)}

{/RJ/ (Ä¤, ÄÙı)}

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)
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/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 ' 1 2)

/÷/ (2 Ì 2 2)
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158. North Yorkshire (York)

158.1. <e accent of York (in southern North Yorshire /'jø:≤kSÈ≤, -S¤È≤/) is shown in
˙ 158.1. Here, we actually ﬁnd (¨) /¨, å/.
Only in mixed or milder accents, mostly in urban usage, can we have (±È, ±±‘,
±±±∆) /å/, ¬ ˙ 158.2 (although young educated people can certainly have more
neutral-like pronunciations).
In addition, we have (oÈ, o∆|) for /¨È≤, r:≤, ø:≤/, although more typically, but
less frequently, now, they can be di‡erent, as shown in the vocogram of ˙ 158.1.
158.2. One further typical peculiarity, by now rarer and rarer, is the distinction
between two di‡erent forms of /™¤, ø¨/, which are now merged.
We have regular /™¤, ø¨/ from Middle English /Äi, øu/, as in pain˚ raise˚ days˚
tow˚ soul˚ knows, and /RJ, rE/ from Middle English /ÅÅ, OO/ (which, in Early
Modern English, became /EE, oo/), as in pane˚ raze˚ daze˚ toe˚ sole˚ nose.
<e broad accents of North Yorkshire still keep this distinction, as shown in the
last vocogram of ˙ 158.1, by means of /™¤, ø¨/ (™e, ÖP) and /RJ, rE/ (Ä¤, O¨). Both
pairs have raised their timbres, so that one must be very careful not to wrongly relate Middle-English /Äi, øu/ to present-day North-Yorkshire (Ä¤, O¨), which –in
o‚cial IPA notation– might be rendered as ‘/EI, OU/'.
˙ 158.2. York: more or less frequent variants.
/i/ (±i)

/È:/ (+‘:)
/x/ (±±Å, ±a)
Æ

/u/ (±¯)
/¨/ (≠P, ≠≠=, ≠≠≠X) ≠(¢¯k) -ook
/å/ (±±±∆, ±±‘,
ı ±È)
/ø:/ (±ø:)
/A:, X/ (±a:,
æ ±±A:)

/ii/ (±Ii)

/uu/ (≠¢¯)

/™¤/ (±™I)

/ø™/ (±ø¤)
/ø¨/ (±ê¨)

/a™/ (±aÙ)

/aø/ (±aP)

158.3. In addition, the typical accent can present a predorsal tongue setting˚
§é˜@, that can change the overall e‡ect on the speakers' voice, because it modiﬁes
the articulation of the consonants, as well.
<is paraphonic tongue setting is best shown as in ˙ 158.3, where we compare
the normal space on the vocogram with that of the predorsal tongue setting §é˜@.
In the same ﬁgure, we also show the postdorsal setting, which can be present in
the typical ‘Scouse voice' of Liverpool, §éı@ (¬ Ã 161).
In addition, for the sake of completeness and comparison, we also show the apical, §éæ@, and radical, §éº@, tongue settings.
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˙ 158.3. Di‡erent paraphonic-tongue settings, compared with the normal one. <e combined
areas, in the central bottom vocogram, show their global e‡ect on the space of vocoids.
Apical >é#≥

u
È

È

È
π

å

π

Posdorsal >éí≥

å

Combined areas of actual range.

u

i

i

å

π

Radical >é/≥

u

u

i

È
π

i

u

i

u

i

Predorsal >éï≥

Normal/laminal >é≥

È
å

π

È
å

π

å

165. Tyne “ Wear
(Newcastle, ‘Geordie')
{© Luciano Canepari, 2010, Venice University, Italy}

165.1. <e Northeast of England (or ‘Far North') is a rather isolated and conservative area (subdivided into four subareas), with its own peculiarities: Newcastle
(in Tyne “ Wear), Northumberland˚ Durham, and Middlesbrough (in Cleveland).
Let us start from the accent of Newcastle, which is known as ‘Geordie' /'Gø:≤di/,
given in ˙ 165. Notice that we have (¨, ≠Ö) /¨/, (≠¨, Ö, ±º) /å/: ('ph¨t, ≠-Öt) /'p¨t/
put, (≠'ph¨t, -Öt, ±-ºt) /'påt/ putt. So, with the possible merger into (¨, Ö), but also
with actual, though small di‡erences, at di‡erent sociophonic levels.
165.2. Another peculiarity is the very back possible timbre of (ªª, ±AA, ≠aa)
/A:, Xst/ (with variants), even in such words as: ('mªªst∏, ˝-∆) /'mXstÈ≤/ master.
Next, we ﬁnd the characteristic (êê, ≠È+, ≠≠Ö∏) /È:/: ('wêêk, ≠-È+k, ≠≠-Ö∏k) /'wÈ:≤k/
work. Generally, these are shamefully rendered (according to the notorious limits
of the o‚cial IPA and current phonetic ‘skillfulness') as ‘(°:, ‘:, O:)'!
Let us carefully notice that we have (øO) /ø:/: ('wøOk) /'wø:k/ walk; so that, in
reality (and in Natural Phonetics), even (≠≠Ö∏) /È:/ and (øO) /ø:/ do have a di‡erence, also for the broadest accent, indeed. It is the hearer that may not be ready
enough to su‚ciently catch the di‡erence.
165.3. Currently, in the broadest way of speaking, people may use the phonemes /A:/ ≠≠≠(ªª, AA, aa), /x/ ≠≠≠(a), /™¤/ ≠≠≠(eÉ), /uu/ ≠≠≠(¯u, Ï¯) in words that
–in English proper– have, instead, the phonemes (øO) /ø:/, (ñ) /Ø/, (Pø) /ø¨/, (aP,
≠å¨=, ˝Ä¨) /aø/.
Of course, this is no phonic problem, but a lexical one. In fact, we do happen
to hear ‘('ª;ªl, -A;Al, -a;al)' /'ø:§/ all, ‘('wªªk=n, -AA-, -aa-)' /'wø:k¤˙/ walking; ‘('sa˙:)'
/'s]˙/ song, ‘('la˙=n)' /'l]˙¤˙/ longing÷ ‘('ne;É)' /'nø¨/ no, ‘('neÉbÈdi)' /'nø¨bÈdi/ nobody÷ ‘('th¯;un)' /'taøn/ town, ‘('¯uö)' /'aøt/ out. But, if such words coincide for
their meaning, they actually are traditional dialect words, which should be written something like: aal˚ waalkin'˚ sang˚ langin'˚ nay˚ naybody˚ toon˚ oot.
And this is not just a systematic transposition of phonemes (and graphemes),
because other ‘words' can have the same phonemes, di‡erent from those of English
proper, as: /'nA:z/ meaning knows˚ /'w™¤/ meaning who˚ /'d™¤/ meaning do˚ /'fx∑È≤/
meaning father˘ <ey should be written as something like naas˚ way˚ day˚ father
(with the §a@ of fat), and considered actual loanwords, just as French /'Siik, 'S¤k/ chic
or Italian /'lA:t™¤/ latte˘
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165. Tyne “ Wear (Newcastle, ‘Geordie')
˙ 165. Newcastle (Tyne “ Wear): vowels, diphthongs “ intonation.
/i/ (i)

/u/ (u)
/¨/ (¨{7-l}, ≠Ö{7-l})
/å, ˘:/ (≠¨{7-l}, Ö{7-l}, ±º{7-l})
/ø:/ (øO{7-l})
/Ø, ]/ (ñ{7-l})
/A:/ (ªª{7-l}, ±AA{7-l}, ≠aa{7-l})

/¤/ (¤, Ù7-l)
/È/ (È, =*, ∏|, +∆|), /˘/ (È, ≠¢, ±¤)
/È:/ (êê{7-l}, ≠o+{7-l}, ≠≠Ö∏{7-l})
/™/ (E, Ä7-l)
/x, [:, X/ (a{7-l})
/¤È/ (IÈ, +I∆|, I∏|)

/{j}¨È/ ({j}UÈ, +{j}U∆|, {j}U∏|)
(≠{j}uÈ, +{j}u∆|, ≠{j}u∏|)
/ø:≤, r:≤/ (øOú|û)

/™È/ (EÈ, +E∆|, E∏|, ≠EÄú|û)

/uu/ (¯u, ¯Ul-7, ≠Ï¯-z-d)

/ii/ (ii, iÛ7-l, ≠¤i-z-d)

/ø¨/ (Pø{7-l})

/™¤/ (eÉ{7-l})

/ø™/ (∏¤, ∏Ù7-l)
/a™/ (√¤, √Ù7-l)

/aø/ (aP{7-l})

/™¤/ ±(™¤, ™Ù7-l)

/ø¨/ ±(ê¨, ÖP{7-l}) ≠(√¨ld, -¬G)
/a™/ ≠(Ä¤=, ÄÙı=)

/aø/ (≠åÏ=, ≠≠Ä¨)

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 ' 1 2)

/÷/ (2 6 2 2)

In the North of England, words such as book and looking do not have the /¨/
phoneme, but /uu/ (in this way, book cannot be confused with buck]. In this case,
however, it is possible (and, indeed, better) to consider such feature as an actual
phonic problem, since the spelling is not so strange as in the other cases just seen.
165.4. We have already introduced the typical timbre of (∏, ˝∆) /Èú≤û+|/: ('nEv∏,
˝-∆) /'n™vÈ≤/ never. <e reader is invited to examine the other phonemes in the ﬁrst
vocogram, as well. In the second vocogram, let us look at the starting and ending
vocoids of the centering diphthongs, again, with their sociophonic variants, for
instance: ('khE;ÈΩ, ≠-E;ÄΩ) /'k™È≤z/ cares, ('skwE;∏, ˝-E;∆, ≠-E;Ä) /'skw™È≤/ square.
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In the third vocogram, among the closing diphthongs, we ﬁnd the peculiarity
of internal or word-ﬁnal (ii, ¤i+, ¯u, Ï¯+) /ii, uu/, even if followed by grammemes
such as -(e)s˚ -(e)d\ ('thi;iΩ) /'tiiz/ tease, ('th¤;iúΩû) /'tiiúzû/ tea(s), ('l¯;uΩ) /'luuz/ lose,
('lÏ;¯úΩû) /'luuúzû/ loo(s). It should go without saying that the real and actual name
of the city of Newcastle and its football team, ('th¯;un) /'tuun/ Toon, belongs to
this phoneme, in spite of its semantic and etymological link with proper English
('tha;Pn, ≠≠-Ä;¨n) /'taøn/ Town.
165.5. Another quite typical feature of this accent is the quality and direction
of (eÉ, Pø) ±(™¤, ê¨) /™¤, ø¨/: ('de;É, ±-™;¤) /'d™¤/ day, ('gP;ø, ±-ê;¨) /'gø¨/ go, in the
third and fourth vocograms (again, irresponsibly rendered as ‘(e:, E:, eÈ, IÈ, Iå÷ o:,
UÈ, Uå, +È, +:)'). Let us also draw attention, in particular, to (Pø) ±(ÖP) ≠(√¨lﬂ, -¬‚)
/ø¨§/: ('P;ølﬂ, ±'Ö;P7ﬂ, ≠'√¨lﬂ) /'ø¨§d/ old.
Remarkable are also (aP, ≠å¨, ˝Ä¨) /aø/, (√¤, ≠Ä¤) /a™/, (∏¤) /ø™/, which are typical (and their possible variants, too): ('kha;P, ≠-å;¨, ˝-Ä;¨) /'kaø/ cow, ('h√;¤, ≠-Ä;¤)
/'ha™/ high, ('b∏;¤) /'bø™/ boy, and ('aPt, ≠å¨t) /'aøt/ out, ('f√¤t, ≠-Ä¤t) /'fa™t/ ﬁght. <e
interested readers, perhaps, might want to waste time to check for themselves how
much pure and poor ‘fantasy' the di‡erent authors exhibit trying to ‘transcribe'
even these diphthongs (and monophthongs, as well) within the o‚cial IPA.
165.6. As for the consonants, we ﬁnd a particular kind of ‘glottalization' for /p,
t, k÷ c/. It is not just (∫, ÿ, Ü÷ C), as in most of England nowadays, \ (éäé), but a
more complex sequence of a laryngealized vocoid (which may be followed by a
nasal or lateral consonant, too), plus an actual (ö) and a partially devoiced contoid,
corresponding to the original one (with a possible approximant, as well, before the
vowel, or an intense –or ‘syllabic'– sonant).
For /t, ù/, we can also lack the alveolar articulation, (üöé), or have (é4é) (or
(öQ+), in ﬁnal position). In the following examples, we omit our sociophonic arrows: (üöÒé): ('ph¨öÊi, -Ö-, -≤-) /'påpi/ puppy, ('s¤öﬂi, -öi, -4i) /'s¤ùi/ city, ('líöŸ∏) /'lØkÈ≤/
locker, ('b¨ö‚∏, -Ö-) /'b¨cÈ≤/ butcher, ('thECöÊ∏) /'t™mpÈ≤/ temper, ('øOVöﬂ∏) /'ø:§ùÈ≤/
alter, ('aöŸjÈ>Èö, -öQ) /'xkjÈ<˘t/ accurate, ('naö‚>Èl) /'nxc<°/ natural. Of course, in less
typical accents, there may be some more ‘normal' pronunciations, as well.
165.7. In addition, we generally have (c, G, nj) /tˆ, dˆ, nˆ/÷ (h) /h/ (although
(`) is more and more frequent among the young); (w) /ã/÷ (l, ˝7) /l/, (l, ±7) /§/÷ (>)
/</ (and ≠(R, ¸, ¸) in the contexts /é<é, 0<é/), while, in rural usage, it is still possible to ﬁnd the voiced uvular approximant or tap ≠≠(˜, r), now more typical of rural Northumberland). Both linking and intrusive r are rarer than in other parts of
England. In some rural accents, we can ﬁnd (=q, =˜, =r) /È≤+/: ('nEv=q, -=˜, -=r)
/'n™vÈ≤/ never˘
For /˘/ we have (È, ≠¢, ±¤), and (=) in contact with velars, also in reduced forms.
In the broad accent, there tends to be no reduced forms for words such as but˚
could˚ would˚ from˚ that. Instead, we often ﬁnd (mi) /ma™/ my.

